
 

The Bible is one of the most influential books of all time. It's one of the best-selling books ever published. It has been translated
into over 2,000 languages and dialects. It has been a source for people from all walks of life -- from kings and popes to movie
stars and scientists -- seeking inspiration, guidance, or just a good story. After reading the Bible, one would find out that there
are some parts of it which are similar to the Super Book cartoon. There are also some parts which are different in the sense of
story and lessons. In Genesis 20:4-6, two of Abraham's servants get into a fight with a local Egyptian. After defeating them, the
Egyptian takes a staff from each of them and uses it to beat them both so he can send them back to their master. Abraham asks
his staff where his other servant is and it tells him that his servant was beaten up by an Egyptian and is lying outside in full view
of Abraham's door. God then makes it repeat itself for Abimelech (the king of Gerar). Later in the chapter in Genesis, the story
of Abrahams servant, Isaac, is told in detail in Chapter 22. There are key differences in this story between Genesis and "Super
Book Cartoon" version.

The two main characters of the Bible are Abraham (the father of all Israelites) and Isaac (the grandchild he had with his wife
Sarah). Some similarities lie in their names; both Abraham and Isaac are both Hebrew names that mean ‘father of many'. Both
also both have children with their wives Sarah (their sister) and Rebekah (their cousin), although they come from different
mothers (Sarah's husband was Abraham's nephew Canaan; Rebekah’s husband was Lot). In the Bible, Abraham had an Egyptian
servant named Hagar and Isaac had an Egyptian servant named Ishmael. In the cartoon version, Hagar was confused as to who
Sarah's husband was and wanted him to be her new daddy. Later on in life, Ishmael grew up to hate his long-time boss and
fellow cartoon character Abraham. Abraham wasn't too fond of him either, but one day he gave him a job title of ‘Boss’. In
Genesis 22:8-10, Hagar is worried that she will not give birth to a son (like Sarah did). She hits herself on the head with a
stone... which leads to a baby boy named Ishmael being born to her. In the cartoon version, she hit herself on the head with a
rock and a baby boy named Ishmael was brought into the world. In Genesis 12:10-20, Abraham, along with Sarah and their two
sons, is sent away from their newly-created home of Canaan after Cain brings trouble upon them from killing his brother Abel.
Because God gives Abraham a promise of more descendants in the Hebrew Bible (Hebrew Bible), Abraham leaves everything
behind to go get them. In the cartoon version, God sends Abraham and Sarah away from Canaan when Cain kills Abel and they
flee to Egypt in fear of death at the hands of Cain's brother.
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